Message from Mark Monson

Dear Fellow COS Alumni…..

As we approach the beginning of another academic year at George Mason University, it is with great excitement that I announce the Mason Science Alumni Chapter’s 2022-23 Mentorship Program is now open! We are thrilled to be partnering with the Mason Science Alumni Chapter to provide this valuable resource to our students.

The Mentorship Program is designed to help Mason students navigate their college experience by connecting them with experienced professionals in their field of interest. This program is open to students from all majors and is a great way for Mason alumni to give back to the university and to mentor the next generation of students.

If you are interested in becoming a mentor, please visit the mentorship program page on the Mason website for more information. If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to me or the Mason Science Alumni Chapter.

With gratitude,

Mark Monson
Alumni Chapter President, College of Science

---

The Romance of Reality

Bobby Azarian addresses in his new book, "The Romance of Reality: How the universe may actually be self-organizing and becoming more complex with life as a fundamental unit to flows. The Romance of Reality explores the possibility that the universe may actually be an accidental byproduct. Instead, he pulls from varying disciplines to look at the phenomenon of life and consciousness from a perspective of information and energy."

The message from Mark Monson highlights the open Mentorship Program and encourages alumni participation. The Romance of Reality is mentioned, discussing the book's exploration of the universe's self-organizing nature and the perspective on life and consciousness from information and energy.

The focus is on the Mentorship Program's availability to Mason students and the encouragement for alumni involvement. The book "The Romance of Reality" by Bobby Azarian is also highlighted, discussing its exploration of life and consciousness from an information and energy perspective.

The text emphasizes the importance of mentorship for students and the opportunities for alumni to share their experiences. It also mentions the book "The Romance of Reality" by Bobby Azarian, which delves into the universe's self-organizing nature and the perspective of life and consciousness from information and energy.